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What does API-First mean 
to you?
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Code-First Development
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All of the code that was built for 
the website then had to be 
rebuilt in our API to be used by 
our iOS and Android apps.
Stephanie Schirmer
Etsy
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API-First Development
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Problems with a traditional code-first approach

● Bottlenecks delay contributors and consumers

● Rework late in the development cycle

● Building stuff no one wants 

● End product is inadequately documented

● API is constrained by the data model and business logic

How not to make friends
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Benefits of an API-first approach

● Earlier validation

● Decoupling dependencies

● Faster growth

● Freedom from constraints

How to make friends
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Chaos Engineering is Preventive 
Medicine

Chaos Engineering is a disciplined 
approach to identifying failures before 
they become outages. 

“
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A single team should not become a bottleneck nor 
need to have expertise on every client application 
to create optimized endpoints. Rapid innovation 
through fast, decoupled development cycles across 
a wide variety of device types and distributed 
ownership and expertise across teams should be 
enabled.
Ben Christensen
Netflix
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API-First
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What are tools and workflows 
for becoming API-first?



Common API-first tools and workflows

● API specifications

● Mock servers

● Consumer-driven contract (CDC) testing

How do you transform a cluttered API 
development workflow?
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API 
Specifications



API specifications
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Most widely adopted schema types
August 2021

Findings

Swagger v1, WADL, and RAML have 
minimal usage

OpenAPI v2 has the  largest market 
share, but is declining

OpenAPI v3 has the largest growth 
rate YTD, more than accounting for 
people transitioning from other 
schema types
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OpenAPI

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1G1D3ZckU68Ii01uiXAJc0jPqDOV4fSHC/preview


Mock Servers



Generate mock servers from OpenAPI

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1CjSP9idAhPmKbNGskNY1aoV3z8eV-Fvc/preview


Mock Servers
for prototyping new services

Generated from API specification
Based on paired requests and responses (examples) 
for each endpoint

@arlemi

Prototype new services
Enables parallel development using the mock 
endpoints



Consumer-Driven 
Contract (CDC) 
Testing



Even when all of the individual services in a 
distributed system are functioning properly, the 
interactions between those services can cause 
unpredictable outcomes. Unpredictable outcomes, 
compounded by rare but disruptive real-world 
events that affect production environments, make 
these distributed systems inherently chaotic.
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PRINCIPLES OF CHAOS ENGINEERING
https://principlesofchaos.org/

https://principlesofchaos.org/
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CDC testing
for ensuring providers fulfill consumer expectations
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Provider issues specification
Provider proposes the terms of the contract in the 
specification



CDC testing
for ensuring providers fulfill consumer expectations

Consumers write tests
Consumers test only the endpoints and properties 
they consume
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Provider issues specification
Provider proposes the terms of the contract in the 
specification



CDC testing
for ensuring providers fulfill consumer expectations

Consumers write tests
Consumers test only the endpoints and properties 
they consume
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Provider issues specification
Provider proposes the terms of the contract in the 
specification

Contract
Explicit agreement about how the API will be used 
between provider and consumers



CDC testing
for ensuring providers fulfill consumer expectations

Consumers write tests
Consumers test only the endpoints and properties 
they consume
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Provider issues specification
Provider proposes the terms of the contract in the 
specification

Contract
Explicit agreement about how the API will be used 
between provider and consumers

Provider runs tests
Provider runs consumers’ tests as part of their 
deployment pipeline



API-first workflow for Postman ENG

mock servers

Parallel Development
Generate mocks to 

enable parallel 
development

CDC testing

CI/CD
Ensure no breaking 

changes for 
microservices

specification

Blueprint
Blueprint collection 
to propose a new 

API
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What are the key points for 
becoming API-first?



Various meanings of API-First

● API-first development: when developing new functionality, the 
functionality should first be exposed as an API in your organization

● API-first design: planning the functionality (specification)

○ What functionality will the API have? 

○ What data will it expose? 

○ What will the developer experience be like? 

○ How will it scale? 

○ How will we add new functionality in the future?

What does API-first mean to you? 
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Using an API-first approach can give you:

● Earlier validation

● Decoupling dependencies

● Faster growth

● Freedom from constraints

Benefits of an API-first approach
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Is API-first for everyone?
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Kin Lane, Postman

It’s going to be hard.
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https://api-first-world.com/

https://api-first-world.com/


Thank you!



2021 State of the API Report

API-first software development for modern organizations

Bringing law and order to APIs with OpenAPI Specifications

Fake it till you make it: mocks for agile development

Design and Prototype an API
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Additional Resources
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http://postman.com/state-of-api/#key-findings
http://medium.com/better-practices/api-first-software-development-for-modern-organizations-fdbfba9a66d3
http://medium.com/better-practices/api-specifications-d87588ac874
http://medium.com/better-practices/https-medium-com-postman-engineering-fake-it-till-you-make-it-mocks-for-agile-development-f4d050cad694
https://www.postman.com/events/postman-space-camp/design-and-prototype-an-api/

